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Free consultation. As little as $500 deposit* saves the date. 
Rights & taxes included (no hidden fees)! 

Travel fees may apply for events outside San Antonio. 

We offer photography, videography and photo & video combo in 4, 6, 8 and 10 hour 
packages. All photography events are processed and delivered within TWO WEEKS of your 
event and all videography events are delivered within FOUR WEEKS, but typically less! 

PHOTOGRAPHY Packages: Fully, individually-edited high-resolution digital photos. Two 
additional sets of digital photos with creative edits (typically black & white and dreamy or 
high-key processing). In addition to your fully edited high-res photos, you get a personal 
online gallery for ease of sharing your photos with family and friends. Photography 
packages offer a choice of one photographer with an assistant from $600 or two 
photographers from $1,200. 

VIDEOGRAPHY Packages:  Fully edited HD video movie (usually between 20 and 60 
minutes) that sequences all the video from 2 to 3 cameras with music as appropriate. In 
addition, included is a short “trailer” video (about 2-10 minutes) composing all the 
highlights into an easy shareable video. Videography packages offer a choice of one 
videographer with an assistant from $800 or two videographer from $1,300. 4K upgrades 
available on all packages from $500.  

COMBO Packages:  You get all the benefits listed in the photography and videography 
packages with one videographer and one photographer from $1,300. 

Portrait and short video sessions are also available! 

Wedding are expensive and everyone has to work within some kind of budget. For those 
couples with extra tight budgets for their photo and video coverage, we developed a budget 
option. Same great professionals (us!) and same great imagination, just less processing on 
the back-end. 

BUDGET PHOTO:  You still receive your high-res digital photos, but only basic edits are 
done: batch exposure and color correction. Online gallery for ease of sharing is also 
included.  

BUDGET VIDEO:  Fully edited video trailer (2-10 minutes long), plus “raw” footage (on client-
supplied external hard drive). 

  
*Deposit is the "Booking Fee" - 35% or $500, whichever is greater, reserves the event date & is non-refundable. Remaining balance due two 
weeks prior to event or payment in-full at time of booking if within four (4) weeks of event. Payment plans are available.  
Travel fees start at $50 outside San Antonio. All pricing reflects Texas sales tax of 8.25%. Location fees (if applicable) are an additional cost 
and the responsibility of the client. Prices and packages may be changed at any time without further notice.  
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